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Abstract: Workflow management is a core component of modern enterprise information technology infrastructure that automates the execution of critical business processes. Since enterprise transformation typically introduces changes to the
corresponding business processes, it is important for modern workflow management systems to provide effective support for
seamless incorporation of these changes. In this paper, we examine a collection of selected workflow concepts and techniques
that are significant for dealing with transformational changes. Especially, we will focus on notions and techniques that are
directly relevant to enterprise transformation, such as workflow patterns, workflow adaptation, and workflow data mining
and merging. We also include a short summary of business process management, the fundamental concepts of workflow
management, and a discussion of workflow support for enterprise transformation to keep the paper self-contained.

1. Introduction
As the market landscape changes in an increasingly global inter-connected economy, enterprises face
complex challenges of staying relevant to their customer base, maintaining competitive advantages
over rivals, and anticipating the growth and needs of an uncertain future. Strategic management of
enterprises must increasingly be focused on fundamental changes with respect to markets, products,
and services [35]. For enterprises to be successful, they must increasingly move beyond incremental
improvements to existing products and services to wholesale transformation.
Supporting enterprise transformation from an information technology (IT) perspective requires effective management of critical changes to existing processes and workflows and efficient support for the
deployment of new processes and workflows. In this paper, we address these key challenges to supporting
the overall goal of enterprise transformation and offer potential solutions from workflow management.
In particular, we discuss the main modeling technique for capturing and supporting enterprise transformation – the well-known approach known as business process management. We discuss how business
process management is useful for conceptualizing and modeling enterprise transformation and how
workflow management provides concrete techniques for implementing and automating business process
management. Workflow management is the most widely accepted implementation of business process
management and a critical component for successful enterprise transformation. The key challenges to
workflow management in this context are managing the efficient and effective automation of workflows
and agilely handling the change inherent in enterprise transformation.
1389-1995/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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We examine a collection of selected significant workflow concepts and techniques that are particularly
well-suited to the challenge of enterprise transformation. The first technique – workflow patterns –
provides a unified way of describing workflows, replicating the logic throughout related business processes, and providing enterprises with the leverage to revise existing workflows and quickly roll-out
new workflows. The second technique concerns the adaptation of workflows to dynamic environments,
like the ones typically encountered during transformative times. Finally, workflow data mining and
merging provides ample opportunities for enterprises to extract competitive business advantages from
their existing workflows and yield new opportunities for fundamental reshaping of enterprise processes.
2. Motivation: Enterprise transformation
In a dynamic competitive landscape with uncertain opportunities and increasing demands on their
business processes, enterprises must increasingly be agile with respect to their customer-base, competitors, and the evolving market landscape. Transformation is at the heart of many enterprise decisions and
is the subject of an increasing body of literature and of great concern to modern executives. To illustrate
what we mean by transformation, we highlight several prominent examples of enterprise transformation:
– Prior to eBay, the market for resale consumer items was powered mainly by classified advertisements
and off-line person-to-person arrangements. eBay transformed the market by building a completely
online marketplace that redefined the notion of a resale market.
– UPS fundamentally transformed its offerings by expanding from package delivery to supporting the
entire supply chain management for its clients. UPS transformed its value proposition to customers
via new product and service offerings.
– Starbucks transformed the perceptions of coffee drinking by repositioning coffee as an affordable
luxury item.
– Nucor Corporation – the largest steel producer in the United States – transformed its operations by
adopting mini-mills which drastically reduced the costs of steel making relative to traditional approaches. This productivity improvement via extensive process improvements transformed Nucor’s
value provided to customers, suppliers, and employees and increased shareholder value.
These examples illustrate several flavors of transformation – transformation of the market, of offerings,
of perceptions, and of operations. At its core, each type of enterprise transformation is driven by experienced and/or anticipated value deficiencies. Value deficiencies may be characterized as opportunities,
threats, competition, or crises:
– Value Opportunities: The lure of greater success via market and/or technology opportunities prompts
transformation initiatives
– Value Threats: The danger of anticipated failure due to market and/or technology threats prompts
transformation initiatives
– Value Competition: Other players’ transformation initiatives prompt recognition that transformation
is necessary to continued success
– Value Crises: Steadily declining market performance, cash flow problems, etc. prompt recognition
that transformation is necessary to survive
These value deficiencies result in significantly redesigned and/or new work processes as determined
by management’s decision making abilities, limitations, and inclinations, all in the context of the social
networks of management in particular, and the enterprise in general. Of course, there are several
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critical factors that impact enterprise transformation, including the appropriate allocation of attention
and resources, the structure of management decision making, and the social networks that provide the
foundation for transformation adoption and implementation.
Fundamental to enterprise transformation is the interplay between the overarching goals of transformation and the fundamental work processes that drive an enterprise. An enterprise’s approach to work
processes powers the transformation. Enterprises may choose to improve how its work is currently
performed, change how current work is performed, or perform different work altogether. For example,
an enterprise may fundamentally transform its business processes by:
– Targeting New Markets: e.g., pursuing global markets such as emerging markets, or pursuing vertical
markets such as aerospace and defense
– Employing New Market Channels: e.g., adding web-based sales of products and services such as
automobiles, consumer electronics, and computers
– Changing the Value Proposition: e.g., moving from selling unbundled products and services to
providing integrated solutions for information technology management
– Revising its Offerings, e.g., changing the products and services provided, perhaps by private labeling
of outsourced products and focusing on support services
– Outsourcing and Offshoring: e.g., contracting out manufacturing, information technology support;
employing low-wage, high-skill labor from other countries
In this paper, we focus on work processes that are conducive to automation, especially via workflow
management systems. Some examples include:
– Process Standardization: e.g., enterprise-wide standardization of processes for product and process
development, R&D, finance, personnel, etc.
– Process Reengineering: e.g., identification, design, and deployment of value-driven processes;
identification and elimination of non-value creating activities
– Web-Enabled Processes: e.g., online, self-support systems for customer relationship management,
inventory management, etc.
– Supply Chain Restructuring: e.g., simplifying supply chains, negotiating just-in-time relationships,
developing collaborative information systems
There are multiple, overlapping opportunities with respect to workflows and enterprise transformation. An enterprise facing transformation will undoubtedly need to revise, re-engineer, or transform
its fundamental ways of conducting business – its fundamental processes and workflows. In this case,
the enterprise’s goal of transformation necessarily requires and drives the transformation of its workflows. Conversely, it may be the case that the enterprise’s workflows and the competitive knowledge
derived from analysis and mining of these workflows may motivate and facilitate the overall enterprise
transformation.
In the rest of this paper, we further discuss process management and how enterprises may successfully
leverage existing approaches. We focus our discussion on workflow management techniques – introducing the fundamentals of workflows and discussing several advanced topics that provide support for
enterprise transformation.
3. Process and workflow management
To respond to the challenges of transformation, enterprises require proven methods and technologies
for effectively and efficiently enabling the transformation. Some of the challenges facing enterprises
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include identifying value deficiencies that may guide transformative opportunities, deploying the transformation throughout the enterprise via revised business processes and novel processes, and managing
the transformation lifecycle.
3.1. Business process management
The main modeling technique for capturing and supporting enterprise information technology infrastructure is the well-known approach called business process management. Simply speaking, business
process management consists of an explicit description and representation of the coordination, optimization, and automation of the enterprise assets and tasks – whether internal or external – that make up
an enterprise’s business processes. As an explicit description, it is directly affected by an enterprise
adapting its business processes to new organizational needs. As a representation of automated processes,
it is an important step in the implementation of new processes towards enterprise transformation.
In general an organization can potentially benefit from adoption of business process management in
the following aspects:
– It provides a clear view of business structure, which facilitates the identification of process bottlenecks and the reuse of existing infrastructure.
– It increases output quality by providing uniform and consistent management of information processing over increasingly heterogeneous subsystems.
– It automates the low-level management workload like monitoring work in progress or job scheduling,
so enterprises may focus on high-level opportunities.
Of course, enterprise transformation provides some unique challenges that go beyond the traditional
scope of process management – meaning effective solutions will draw on existing techniques like business
process management as well as drive new opportunities for solutions specifically tailored to enterprise
transformation, e.g. to further enhance the capability of an enterprise to react to unanticipated market
changes and to anticipate market opportunities for expanding market value.
Business process management has evolved as a significant conceptual modeling tool in the past decade.
Three driving factors have pushed its widespread adoption:
– Focus on Processes: Enterprises have realized the necessity for the shift from ad-hoc design to
organic growth by decoupling process management from applications. Nowadays, business process
management is being recognized as a way to align and optimize departments across the enterprise.
– Technology Advances: The rise of the Internet and advances in human computer interaction have
removed two obstacles to business process applications that existed in the 1980s (Aalst et al.
2003a). The backbone of the Internet is widely established throughout the world. Meanwhile,
human-computer interface is friendly enough for non-specialists.
– Adoption of Standards: The standardization of communication protocols like the Web services
standards combined with workflow technologies have resulted in the adoption of extensible and
flexible service-oriented architectures that promote enterprise application integration and businessto-business integration.
To illustrate business process management, we show in Fig. 1 the standard business process management lifecycle [1] that describes the four fundamental phases in support of operational business
processes – (1) process design, (2) system configuration, (3) process enactment, and (4) diagnosis.
Processes are initially designed and then re-designed in the design phase. Subsequently, these designs
are implemented in a workflow management system (or similar system) in the configuration phase. The
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Fig. 1. Business process management lifecycle.

enactment phase consists of the actual execution of configured business processes using the workflow
management system. Finally, processes may be analyzed in the diagnosis phase to identify process
deficiencies and other areas of improvement [2].
3.2. Workflow management
Figure 1 displays the relationship between business process management and workflow management.
Workflow management is the core IT component for implementing and executing the processes and tasks
defined by business process management. Generally, the term workflow is used in a technical context
to describe an ongoing series of connected interactions between people and an enterprise’s information
technology systems. In contrast, business process management has a broader meaning; it typically
encompasses non-technical issues surrounding the design and analysis of processes and the impact of
these processes on the enterprise, as in Fig. 1.
There is wide industry support for workflow management, and a growing number of vendors offer
workflow management solutions, including TIBCO, IBM, and Microsoft. In addition, several industry
bodies – like the World Wide Web Consortium, the Workflow Management Coalition, the Business
Process Management Initiative, and the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards – are publishing workflow standards that promise increasing corporate adoption of workflow
management systems.
While workflow management systems are very useful for daily operations, their role becomes critical
during enterprise transformation. As business processes change and adapt, workflow management
systems must make corresponding changes and execute adaptation actions to implement the enterprise
transformation correctly, efficiently, and reliably. We refer the interested reader to a number of studies that
describe workflow management in enterprise settings, including telecommunications [37], procurement
and supply chain management [6], and agricultural zoning [17].
Introducing workflow management in an enterprise delivers benefits both for the development of
enterprise software applications as well as for the overall business goals. A workflow management
system eases the costs of developing new enterprise applications and reduces the maintenance of standard
enterprise software. According to Baeyens [9], enterprise application costs are reduced due to:
– Lower application development risk: By relying on a workflow management system, the enterprise
application developer may avoid the traditional error-prone approach of translating from user requirements to software design. Instead, the developer and the business analyst will have a common
understanding of the appropriate process states and actions.
– Centralized implementation: By providing a unified perspective to an enterprise’s processes, a workflow system provides an advantage versus a traditional implementation consisting of a combination
of software fragments scattered over various systems.
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– Rapid application development: Since the workflow management system provides support for
tracking the many participants in a process, the enterprise software need not be burdened with
these administrative tasks, leading to faster application development and code that is more easily
maintained.
With respect to the overall business goals of an enterprise, a workflow management system supports
the formal description and analysis of business processes, resulting in a number of significant gains,
including:
– Process improvement: The formal description and analysis of business processes allows an enterprise to identify inefficiencies in existing processes, leading to streamlined and simpler processes.
Similarly, the adoption of standard workflows and the availability of audit trails improve the overall
quality of processes.
– Enterprise flexibility: Since the workflow management system automates so many of the administrative tasks and provides a unified perspective on processes, enterprises have greater ability to
adjust existing processes and to deploy new processes as the business needs change.
From the IT point of view, two important reasons for enterprises to adopt a workflow management
system are: ease of software development and reduction of risk for overall system development. Using
the high level programming language constructs of workflow specification languages is faster and less
error-prone than writing custom software. Consequently, a workflow management system simplifies the
deployment of new versions of business processes. Furthermore, since workflow management systems
are relatively mature products, a well-defined workflow produced by business process analysis usually
works as advertised for existing processes. The question addressed by the following section is the
workflow support of process changes during enterprise transformation.

4. Selected workflow management techniques
As we have seen, the challenges of enterprise transformation create new burdens on the management,
evolution, and wholesale rethinking of traditional business processes. And the presence of workflow
management systems provides enterprises with an opportunity to better manage their transformation. In
this section, we focus our discussion of workflow management in direct support of enterprise transformation. To make this section self-contained, we include an overview of the reference workflow architecture,
the key modeling concepts of workflow management, and popular workflow specification languages. In
the following three sections, we discuss three relevant examples of workflow automation techniques that
are particularly well-suited to the challenge of enterprise transformation. First, we describe workflow
patterns, which provide a unified way of describing workflows, replicating the logic throughout related
business processes, and providing enterprises with the leverage to revise existing workflows and quickly
roll-out new workflows. Then, we describe adaptation of workflows to dynamic environments, like
the ones typically encountered during transformative times. Finally, we outline workflow data mining
and merging techniques that provide ample opportunities for enterprises to extract competitive business
advantages from their existing workflows and yield new opportunities for fundamental reshaping of
enterprise processes.
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Fig. 2. Reference workflow architecture.

4.1. Workflow Basics
4.1.1. Workflow reference model
The Workflow Management Coalition defines a workflow system as “a system that defines, creates
and manages the execution of workflows through the use of software, running on one or more workflow
engines, which is able to interpret the process definition, interact with workflow participants and, where
required, invoke the use of IT tools and applications” [36]. Figure 2 shows the reference architecture
recommended by the coalition. It consists of an engine, a process definition tool, workflow application
clients, invoked applications, and administration and monitoring tools.
The workflow engine and its associated tools manage the workflow process control data (which is used
by the workflow management system only) and the workflow process-specific data (which is used by both
applications and the workflow management system) which is typically stored in a workflow database.
The type of data stored, accessed, and updated by the workflow engine typically includes statistical
information about existing processes, control information necessary for executing and monitoring active
process instances, and generic workflow activity schemas.
The process definition tool defines the possible paths through the business process model – both those
paths that are explicitly defined and those that may be inferred from the process model. Additionally, the
process definition tool identifies relevant rules that govern the process paths and the associated actions
that need to be executed.
The monitoring tools allow the workflow administrator to monitor past workflow process activity
status and current workflow process execution. Each workflow instance may be viewed to understand
the priorities, deadlines, and significant participants. Enterprise managers may rely on real-time status
reports for evaluating employees, understanding the state of active workflow instances, and assessing the
overall performance of the processes.
The simulation tools support the verification of workflow process behavior by simulating actual workflow instances with sample data. Simulation is especially significant for analyzing complex workflows
with non-obvious process evolution.
The analysis tools support advanced analysis of workflows beyond the simple monitoring provided by
the monitoring tools. Typically, the analysis tools may identify process logic errors and inefficiencies
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in the overall process system by evaluating audit logs that maintain the history of the status of various
workflow system components. The quality of the analysis tool can have a profound impact on the
development and deployment costs of processes and the quality of running processes.
4.1.2. Workflow model concepts
Given the workflow reference architecture, we next focus on the key concepts necessary for workflow
modeling.
A process is a template specifying a set of tasks and their execution dependencies. The process
template is intended to be an abstract pattern for specifying business logic. Processes may be composed of
subprocesses, which again consist of activities and dependencies, and possibly even further subprocesses.
A process case is an instance of a process template. Each case has a unique identity used to refer to the
case in question. Its execution follows a particular execution path prescribed by the process template. It
contains the actual data, external events and consumes resources.
A task is the basic unit of work of which all process cases are composed. A task is meant to be a
conceptual unit of work; the actual execution of a task typically requires the execution of a sequence of
activities (or sub-tasks). Each activity may consist of sequence of interactions between the enterprise
software, the human agents responsible for the task, and the workflow management system. If a task
fails or results in a system bottleneck, the workflow system may choose to roll back the task and execute
an alternative task.
Process enactment is the determination of a particular execution path of a process case. Typically, the
execution possibilities for a process case are defined during the design phase of the workflow. Example
execution possibilities include sequential routing (in which tasks are executed in simple serial fashion),
parallel routing (in which multiple tasks may execute concurrently), selective routing (in which the
workflow system makes a choice between two or more tasks), and iterative routing (in which a task is
executed more than once for a particular process case). We illustrate some of these routing patterns in
the following section.
A resource is an entity that can carry out a particular task. Resources could be human agents of
the enterprise, an enterprise software application, or any other system capable of contributing to the
execution of a task. A group of resources is called a resource class. If the grouping is functionally based,
it is called a role, like grouping together secretaries, faculty, and system administrators.
Resource management refers to the allocation of resources to specific tasks. The process definition
tool defines the appropriate paths of a business process and the tasks necessary for completion, but it
does not indicate which resources should be responsible for each task. Resource allocation is critical to
ensure the efficient and effective completion of processes [1]. There are various resource management
strategies like first-in first-out, shortest processing time, earliest due date, and so on [20].
4.1.3. Workflow specification languages
There exist a number of languages for specifying workflows: procedural, declarative, rule-based, dataflow-based, visual, and Petri-net, among others. Most workflow specification languages provide support
for the declaration of the control flow and information flow through a workflow process, including the
synchronization order among the various participants in the workflow. The following section gives
a detailed explanation about workflow patterns for abstracting common control flow across several
workflow instances. Additionally, state-of-the-art languages support the specification of priorities for
scheduling tasks, as well as exception handling for cases in which a task fails or cannot complete.
A workflow management system normally provides support for several specification languages to
provide views at different abstraction levels. High-level abstraction helps to define behavior of process
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Table 1
Workflow pattern types
Pattern Categories
Basic Control Flow Patterns
Advanced Branching and Synchronization Patterns
Structural Patterns
Patterns involving Multiple
Instances
State-based Patterns
Cancellation Patterns

Pattern Types
1) Sequence 2) Parallel Split 3) Synchronization 4) Exclusive Choice 5) Simple Merge
6) Multi-Choice 7) Synchronizing Merge 8) Multi-merge 9) Discriminator
10) Arbitrary Cycles 11) Implicit Termination
12) Multiple Instances Without Synchronization 13) Multiple Instances With a Priori
Design Time Knowledge 14) Multiple Instances With a Priori Runtime Knowledge
15) Multiple Instances Without a Priori Runtime Knowledge
16) Deferred Choice 17) Interleaved Parallel Routing 18) Milestone
19) Cancel Activity 20) Cancel Case

participants such as people, software, and sub-systems from an organizational point of view of the
process without concerning ad-hoc technologies and concrete implementation details [29]. The lowerlevel abstraction is used to capture the detailed support for the process [30,33]. It includes the protocols
between different participants, event routing, and tools. Most workflow management systems normally
automate the mapping between the high-level abstractions to low-level abstraction, allowing workflow
authors to concentrate on process modeling.
4.2. Workflow patterns
Workflow patterns are derived from the experience of pattern design in the context of object-oriented
systems. Design patterns were first catalogued by Gamma et al. [18] to provide a common repository
of generic software development patterns that could be applied across a wide landscape of different
application domains and through various underlying software implementations. Similarly, we may
define workflow patterns that allow workflow specifications to be abstracted into re-usable patterns.
These patterns may be cataloged for future use and deployed more easily than workflows developed from
the bottom-up.
A number of different classes of workflow patterns may be defined based on how the underlying
workflow specifications are understood. For example, workflows may be modeled from the point of
view of the control flow perspective, the data flow perspective, or the resource perspective. Due to their
widespread adoption and importance to real workflow systems, we focus on workflow patterns based
on the control flow perspective in the rest of this section, beginning with some basic patterns before
considering several more advanced workflow patterns.
4.2.1. Basic workflow patterns
Workflow patterns are an ideal opportunity for defining generic workflow constructors that may be
easily adapted to new circumstances and deployed into operational systems. Workflow patterns describe
how simple atomic activities may be combined to form more complex activities for completing a particular
task. In this section, we describe two basic workflow patterns – sequential routing and parallel routing,
as illustrated in Table 1 [3]. These control flow patterns provide reusable components for describing
activities and their execution ordering.
The most basic workflow pattern is sequential routing. Sequential routing is defined as a “segment of
a process instance under enactment by a workflow management system, in which several activities are
executed in sequence under a single thread of execution” [36]. Sequential routing is often deployed in
simpler workflow applications or as a sub-part of more complex workflows which will often intersperse
sequential routing components with more advanced parallel routing components.
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(a) AND-Split

(b) AND-Join

(c) OR-Split

(d) OR-Join

Fig. 3. Parallel routing patterns.

Parallel routing, is defined as “a segment of a process instance under enactment by a workflow
management system where two or more activity instances are executing in parallel within the workflow,
giving rise to multiple threads of control” [36]. Parallel routing may be further subdivided into four
parallel routing patterns – AND-Split, AND-Join, OR-Split, and OR-Join. These four patterns are
illustrated in Fig. 3. The AND-Split pattern splits a single thread of control flow in a workflow into
parallel threads that may be executed simultaneously. As a result, several activities may be completed
at the same time, rather than relying on the simple sequential routing paradigm discussed above. The
natural complement to the AND-Split pattern is the AND-Join pattern, in which multiple threads of
control are joined together into a single thread of control. Since the multiple threads have run in parallel,
the AND-Join requires the multiple threads to synchronize before continuing the workflow.
In contrast to the AND-Split is the OR-Split, in which a single thread of control chooses one or more of
the several possible branching options (instead of splitting the thread of control into all possible branches
as the AND-Split does). The OR-Split is also known as conditional routing, since the branch or branches
selected will often depend on the state of the workflow and any conditions that may have been met. The
OR-Join pattern joins together multiple threads into a single thread. Unlike the AND-Join, the OR-Join
makes no synchronization requirement on the workflow continuing – since no parallel activity execution
has occurred at the join point, no synchronization is required.
4.2.2. Advanced workflow patterns
The basic workflow patterns are complemented by five additional categories,as illustrated in Table 1 [3].
These five additional types of workflow patterns provide great opportunity for reuse in real-world
workflow applications. The first advanced category provides advanced branching and synchronization
patterns beyond those found in the simple sequential and parallel branching operators. These advanced
patterns are inspired by actual process scenarios and provide ample opportunity for reuse. The second
advanced category – Structural Patterns – imposes restrictions on the workflow patterns. One example
is the handling of arbitrary cycles in the workflow. There are a number of advanced patterns for dealing
with multiple instances of an activity. These Patterns Involving Multiple Instances provide the ability to
synchronize across multiple instances. For example, a journal paper review process may require multiple
reviewers to perform the activity Review – only after all instances of the Review activity are synchronized
may the workflow proceed. State-based Patterns allow for the incorporation of workflow state into the
process, so that choices in the workflow enactment may be made based on the relevant business data
available. The final advanced workflow pattern – Cancellation Patterns – allows one activity to cancel
another activity. For example, it may be necessary to disable a running HireNewEmployee activity if a
job candidate withdraws her application.
These efforts to define workflow patterns yield advantages both for practical workflow deployment and
for workflow researchers. Contemporary workflow management systems may provide an insight into the
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shortcomings of existing patterns, illuminate the relative strengths and weaknesses of current workflow
technology, and provide the basis for future developments from the set of existing workflow patterns.
With respect to ongoing workflow pattern research, there have been a number of advances using patterns
as an infrastructure for resource allocation [23], active rule development [5], exception handling [11,12]
and transaction management [19], among others.
4.3. Workflow adaptation
4.3.1. Workflow adaptation process
In enterprise transformation, an important element for success is the degree that the current way of
doing business can be quickly changed to a new business mode with the least negative impact on existing
infrastructure. Possible adaptations of existing workflows include issues of process redesign, resource
reallocation, and the establishment of new business agreements between various parties.
For example, in the context of online marketplaces, businesses seek to provide reduced supply chain
overhead, competitive delivery costs, and flexible transaction values to differentiate their products and
service offerings in the market. What this means, however, is additional requirements on the systems and
tools that support these flexible business practices. An enterprise’s transaction system might be required
to support multiple payment schemes, like credit card or digital cash. Or, the merchant software might
be required to support multiple pay-deliver relationships, like payment before delivery. Beyond these,
the fact that it’s usually difficult to foresee all the functionalities or services makes the requirements
on system support even more demanding. Of course, unforeseen circumstances place a burden on the
enterprise and its workflows. A workflow management system is specifically designed to provide flexible
support for adapting to unforeseen circumstances without the significant costs typically associated with
traditional information systems.
Compared to a traditional information system, an important requirement for workflow management
systems is the ability to respond to new changes and dynamically adapt to new requirements. There
are two classical paradigms for workflow adaptation: workflow design evolution and dynamic workflow
adaptation. The former includes the workflow re-design to reflect those new changes in the business
processes of the enterprise due to transformation needs and is typically applied when the need for
revisiting the workflow schema arises during or after an enterprise transformation. The latter refers to
two types of dynamic adaptations – one is runtime adaptation through compile time design of exception
handlers and another is runtime adaptation through dynamic restructuring of the execution schedule
of workflow activities while preserving the workflow execution dependency graph [26]. Concretely,
the researchers promote the use of exception handlers to explore the modification of normal procedure
to accommodate exceptions as they occur [14–16,24]. This approach works extremely well for those
exception situations that are well understood and predictable. Alternatively, some researchers promote
dynamic restructuring of workflows at runtime through activity split, activity join, and activity unnesting
according to a workflow activity precedence graph [25–27]. The main motivation of this approach
is to provide exception handling through a set of runtime workflow restructuring operators capable
of generating adaptation code at runtime to introduce the flexibility of changing workflow execution
scheduling through runtime adaptation. A key motivation behind this approach is the observation that
the workflow schema design is valid but some executions of workflow instances may at times require
certain scheduling changes to meet the deadlines in the presence of sudden resource shortage or other
unexpected delays occurred, especially in a long running workflow of complex activity structure. There
is also some research on adaptation techniques that do not require well-defined workflow specification
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at the design stage, instead relying on partially specified process models and the power of workflow
enactment engines to dynamically refine them as needed [10,13,22,28,32].
Workflow adaptation has a number of advantages in terms of value-added flexibility and robustness
for management of evolving business processes. There are a number of enabling technologies that
drive the advance of workflow adaptation techniques. First, by providing a clear definition of the
interaction behaviors between tasks in a workflow, it is easier to compose, exchange, or modify them
to form new adapted workflows. Second, there are several techniques from the research community for
supporting static and dynamic workflow adaptation while preserving the correctness of business rules.
Third, supporting tools like the simulation and monitoring tools mentioned in the workflow reference
architecture provide effective assistance in the workflow adaptation process.
4.3.2. Workflow adaptation example
We begin by describing a typical scenario in electronic commerce – shopping over the Internet [38].
Figure 4 illustrates an online shopping process for the E-Shopping activity involving a customer and
on online merchant. The task of E-Shopping consists of four sub-activities: TermAgreementInitiation,
Offer, Purchase, and Delivery. The E-Shopping starts when the customer visits the online merchant’s
website and enters her login identification to the system. The activity TermAgreementInitiation is first
launched, in which the merchant outlines the terms and options. If the customer agrees to the terms set
forth by the merchant, then the offer activity follows. After the customer has decided on the goods to
be purchased, the E-Shopping process proceeds to the next phase. Depending on the terms both parties
have agreed to in the TermAgreementInitiation activity, there are different possibilities for how the two
activities Purchase and Delivery are carried out. The activity Purchase has a number of subtasks: (1)
PaymentSelection: in which all the necessary payment methods are determined, e.g., whether some
coupons or vouchers or frequent-flyer points can be used/redeemed against the purchase, or whether
the customer uses credit card or digital cash to pay; (2) Payment: the actual payment process in which
value is transferred from the customer to the merchant; and (3) PaymentResolution: in which a receipt
is generated by the merchant and given to the customer.
Now let us consider a particular scenario of the E-Shopping activity execution to illustrate workflow
adaptation. Suppose a customer has entered an online video store, accepted the terms and agreements,
selected two videos that she wishes to watch online, and has just paid using her smart card. Now the
video store is about to live-feed the video stream to her. However, the store detects a technical problem
that may hinder the delivery of the video stream (e.g. the server may be overloaded due to heavy usage).
In order to alleviate the problem, the system suggests to the customer to overlap her delivery with other
customers and use multiple deliveries to fulfill the store’s obligation. After the user has agreed to this
change, the Delivery activity is split into two new activities Delivery1 and Delivery2, each responsible
for delivering one episode of the video the customer has ordered. An additional activity dependency is
enforced on these two new activities that for the overall Delivery to succeed, both of the new activities
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E-Shopping

Term
Agreement
Initiation

Offer

Purchase

Delivery1
And-Split
Delivery1

Payment
Selection

Payment

Payment
Resolution

Delivery
Feedback

Delivery2
And-Join

Fig. 5. Process restructuring.

Delivery1 and Delivery2 must succeed. If either fails, then Delivery also fails. The corresponding
compensation activity should reimburse the customer’s account for the failed delivery. Following this
scenario, in order to make sure that customer is not dissatisfied, the store follows up the previous split
delivery method with an email right after the delivery service, apologizing for the inconvenience and
asking for the customer’s feedback. This email initiates a new activity DeliveryFeedback, which is joined
with previous two Delivery activities to become a new subactivity of E-Shopping. In case the customer
is not satisfied, the store’s system may have to compensate the purchase activity with corresponding
actions. These kinds of activity dependencies are added into E-Shopping’s specifications. The adapted
workflow is illustrated in Fig. 5.
This example has relied on a notion of activity adaptation for supporting dynamic business structures
that has been introduced in the Transaction Activity Model [39] for dynamic restructuring of ongoing
activities. The activity reconstruction operators, Activity-Split and Activity-Join, may improve the
execution performance in anticipation of various uncertainties. These operations can help an electronic
commerce system bypass temporary or permanent bottlenecks in both data flow and control flow, like
those caused by node or network unavailability, user intervention or absence. Furthermore, these two
restructuring operators build on a formal notion of validity so that they guarantee a rich set of correctness
criteria of the resulting activities. By allowing the release of early-committed resources or ownership
transfer of uncommitted resources, “these dynamic activity-restructuring operations highlight a number
of advantages, such as adaptive recovery, added concurrency, dynamic process evolution, and enhanced
cooperation” [39].
4.3.3. Workflows and business process reengineering
Workflow adaptation normally refers to those changes that happen on a portion of a whole process or
extend an existing process with additional functionality. When the process has to undergo fundamental
changes, it is called business process reengineering.
The goal of business process reengineering is to bring about entirely new business processes that enable
drastic improvements with respect to costs, quality, and service. It has been described as “fundamental
rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to achieve the dramatic improvements in critical,
contemporary measures of performance” [21]. The capability of workflow management systems in
process adaptation makes it an essential component in process reengineering. For process redesign in
the context of wholesale reengineering, there are several guidelines [2]:
– First the process objectives should be clearly declared to reduce the risk of substantial revision near
the late stage of development. The scope of tasks and the level of specialization and generalization
should be carefully considered because they have a significant impact on the flexibility and efficiency
of the system. One principle to keep in mind is to strive for the simplest possible process to avoid
unmanageable processes, e.g. by limiting the number of causal links between different processes.
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– Another concern is related to resource management. The process design should be relatively independent of the existence of resources. This can help designers not be distracted by old organization
structure. In terms of resource allocation, there are some general roles to follow, like allowing
a resource to perform similar tasks in a row and allowing the same resource to work as much as
possible on the same case.
Business process reengineering normally requires a thorough analysis. There are various analytical
techniques available for establishing these qualitative and quantitative performance indicators using a
modeled workflow like Petri-nets [33] and π -calculus [31].
4.4. Workflow data mining and merging
The final workflow management technique we consider with respect to enterprise transformation is
workflow data mining and merging. As the importance of process-centric management increases, an
organization may leverage its repository of business processes as knowledge assets for exploitation, e.g.
by reducing the time and cost of new processes by referencing existing similar processes during new
process design and process improvement. Hence it is necessary to identify appropriate process definitions
from the already executed process history by understanding the characteristics of the process itself. As
a result, there has been an increasing interest in applying techniques from data mining and machine
learning to make use of workflow data that are collected during workflow execution. This approach is
referred to as process or workflow mining [6,8].
Returning to the business process management lifecycle in Fig. 1, we may see how cases (or workflow
instances) may be analyzed in the diagnosis phase once they have been designed and configured.
The workflow management system may monitor the running workflow enactments to collect relevant
statistical information and workflow logs for use in the diagnosis phase. By analyzing this data using
workflow mining techniques, the workflow analyst may discover inefficiencies in the current workflow
design, opportunities for overlap between various workflows, and other critical workflow information.
Of course, the analysis of these workflows may lead to changes to the workflow during the iterative
re-design phase of the workflow lifecycle.
One of the prominent types of workflow mining supported by contemporary workflow management
systems is focused on the analysis of workflow audit logs to automatically generate the structured process
description underlying the audit trail. This type of workflow mining is especially important when the
workflow analyst wishes to extract a workflow design from the set of real executions, rather than explicitly
craft the design from scratch. The main idea is to construct a process specification from the workflow
logs. These specifications can then be used for diagnosis or redesign of existing processes. There are
some basic assumptions necessary for this type of workflow mining – generally, that each event in the
log refers to a well-defined task in the workflow corresponding to a specific workflow instance, and that
these events are ordered in the log for understanding the relative timing of tasks [4].
For example, in Table 2 [4] we show a simple example workflow log. The log contains information
about five workflow instances – 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. In practice, a workflow log may contain information
about hundreds of thousands of instances, each consisting of dozens to hundreds of tasks. In the table,
we can see that for four instances – 1, 2, 3, and 4 – the log reveals that tasks A, B, C, and D have been
executed. The fifth instance has only executed tasks A, E, and D. Based on this workflow log, we would
like to extract the structure of the underlying workflow to understand the relative ordering of tasks and
the relationship among the tasks. The workflow miner may begin by observing that all cases begin with
the execution of task A and end with the execution of task D. Hence in Fig. 6 we can begin to illustrate
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Table 2
Workflow log example
Case Identifier
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 3
case 1
case 1
case 2
case 4
case 2
case 2
case 5
case 4
case 1
case 3
case 3
case 4
case 5
case 5
case 4

Task Identifier
task A
task A
task A
task B
task B
task C
task C
task A
task B
task D
task A
task C
task D
task C
task D
task B
task E
task D
task D

Fig. 6. A workflow model generated from the workflow log.

the underlying process model with starting and ending nodes for tasks A and D. Additionally, we may
note that whenever task B is executed then task C is also executed, though the reverse does not always
hold. Continuing along this line of analysis, the underlying process model may be constructed. Of
course, in practice, the process model may be only partially reconstructed depending on the presence of
certain operators in the process and the assumptions made about the audit log.
Alternatively, we may be interested in identifying similar workflows that are necessary to workflow
mining and workflow merging [7]. The characteristics of a process can be divided largely into two
categories, one is the semantic information that the process has included and the other is information of
the process structure itself. The semantic information may include domain information, ontology, work
breakdown structure, actors, relevant data, etc. The process structure information mainly includes items
such as the components of the process, activity information, how the components are connected, and
transition information.
For example, suppose two companies with overlapping capabilities merge to form a new enterprise.
In the merged enterprise, a natural challenge is the identification of related workflows for eliminating
redundancies, generating new workflow opportunities, and so on. In Fig. 7, we show the case of a target
workflow G0 and five candidate workflows G 1 , G2 , G3 , G4 , and G5 . A natural data mining task is to
identify the candidate workflows that are most similar to the target workflow G 0 . Of course, none of the
candidate workflows match G 0 exactly, so the data miner must rely on a measure of similarity.
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In this case we can measure the similarity as a function of the number of common explicit transitions
and the number of common inferential transitions. A common explicit transition is a direct transition
between common states in both processes. For example, both G 0 and G3 share one explicit transition
from state 1 to state 3. In contrast, G2 shares one inferential transition with G0 since the transition
from state 1 to state 3 is through an intermediate state 2. Extending this analysis, we can see that G 1
has no common dependency of activities with G 0 , G4 shares one explicit transition and one inferential
transition, and G5 shares two explicit transitions. In Fig. 8, we illustrate an example measure of transition
similarity that discriminates among these different cases by considering implicit dependencies as well
as explicit dependencies among activities. The similarity measure assigns explicit transitions a value of
1 and inferential transitions a fractional value (e.g. an inferential transition through one-hop is worth 1/2,
through two-hops 1/3, and so on as illustrated in Fig. 7). The similarity measure between two graphs
is the product of the shared transitions divided by the product of the size of each graph (in terms of
transition values). To illustrate, since G 0 and G2 share one inferential transition
from state 1 to state 3,

 2
the numerator is 1 × 1/2. In terms of the transition values, the size of G 0 is 12 + 12 + 12 . Similarly,
we can find the size of G 2 (and of all the other graphs) and calculate the associated similarity. The results
of the calculation are shown in Fig. 8, where we see a strict ordering may be made over the candidate
workflows. Of course, other similarity measures may be considered, but this example provides some
intuition behind the mining of similar workflows.
The topic of workflow mining is related to other management trends such as business process reengineering, business intelligence, business process analysis, continuous process improvement, and knowledge management. Additionally, workflow mining may be used as an input for business process
reengineering and continuous process improvement activities.
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5. Conclusion and new opportunities
Supporting enterprise transformation from an IT perspective requires effective management of critical
changes to existing processes and workflows and efficient support for the deployment of new processes
and workflows. In this paper, we have addressed several key challenges to supporting the overall goal
of enterprise transformation and discussed some potential solutions from the perspective of workflow
management. We have discussed business process management as the main modeling tool for enterprise transformation, and described a selection of workflow management technologies that are the key
implementation of adaptive business process management.
Concretely, we have examined important workflow concepts and some representative techniques that
are particularly well-suited to the challenge of enterprise transformation, such as workflow patterns,
workflow adaptation, and workflow mining and merging. The first technique – workflow patterns –
provides a unified way of describing workflows, replicating the logic throughout related business processes, and providing enterprises with the leverage to revise existing workflows and quickly roll-out new
workflows. The second technique concerns the adaptation of workflows to dynamic environments, like
the ones typically encountered during enterprise transformation. Finally, we have discussed techniques
for workflow data mining and merging and the ample opportunities of applying these techniques to
enable enterprises to understand and improve their competitive business advantages from their existing
workflows and discover new opportunities for continued evolution of enterprise processes to ensure their
competitive edge and ability of meeting new business challenges.
Of course there are many other important issues relevant to process and workflow management that
we have not discussed in sufficient detail here, but are worthy of more attention, including:
– Process Modeling and Design: What is the appropriate process modeling language (e.g., process
flow, object-oriented) and what is the appropriate level of granularity for process design? These
choices have strong implications on the effectiveness and efficiency of workflow management.
– Workflow Management Deployment: Deploying and implementing workflow management systems
in the enterprise poses a number of challenges, including transitioning legacy systems and managing
data integration across the enterprise.
– Managing Cultural Change: Workflow management in the context of enterprise transformation
places demands not only on the technical infrastructure, but also on the supporting culture of the
enterprise. Managing executive buy-in and organizational culture is critical to successful transformation.
We believe that workflow management has an opportunity to fully adapt to the challenges of a world in
which enterprise transformation is not only a widely acknowledged need but also a reality that we have
to live with. We anticipate the development of new workflow modeling techniques and new workflow
management tools that directly address the specific challenges of enterprise transformation. One of the
critical challenges for workflow management in the context of enterprise transformation is the natural
inclusion of knowledge work into the workflow management system. As enterprises increasingly become
havens of knowledge workers, there is a great opportunity for new workflow modeling techniques to
capture the knowledge creation, dissemination, and the leveraging of the enterprise’s knowledge-base.
An additional challenge to workflow management is the natural incorporation of uncertainties into
the workflow management system. Enterprises face daily challenges in assessing uncertain outcomes
and managing processes with potentially uncertain side-effects. Understanding and analyzing these
uncertainties is especially important in the context of “bet-the-company”-style decisions about enterprise
transformation.
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